
Practice _______________ & mark the     as you say it with your best speech.

List1 List 2 List 3

child channel chuck wagon

cheerleader chosen cheek

choice challenge chow

charter chant chestnut

chair chapter chin

chime changing cheese

chief chill checkers

chilly chunky choppy

chatter chicken cheer

chess churning cheat

charming chip checkbook

chase chipper chase

chalkboard chain saw chimney

cheap chisel chat

chest chewing check mark

chipmunk checkup chalk

chore cheddar chicken pox

cherub chapel chant

churn cherry chewy

China chamber chimpanzee

chunk children check

chocolate chowder chain

cheesecake charity chive

charm chewy champion

cheerful cheetah challenging
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Practice _______________ mark the     as you say it with your best speech.

List1 List 2 List 3

beaches couches pitcher

matching beach ball catcher

grandchild hatching crutches

arches feature witches

beach ball sandwiches grouchy

natural miniature inches

lunchbox ketchup kitchen

watching wheelchair texture

temperature coaches achieve

punch bowl habitual nachos

texture bunches premature

future teachable patches

signature century marching

touchdown key chain watch dog

blotchy question nature

peaches culture stretchy

exchange teacher itching

picture poacher archery

watchdog literature statue

reaching furniture vulture

sketching creature enchanted

munching high chair bleachers

rancher butcher adventure

watches hutches ratchet

rupture satchel watchman

medial 
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Practice _______________ & mark the     as you say it with your best speech.

List1 List 2 List 3

fetch match beach

stitch punch coach

catch teach perch

touch speech couch

etch torch vouch

poach reach touch

sandwich pitch snitch

bench scratch stench

impeach stretch pinch

unlatch grouch mismatch

snatch arch spinach

brunch broach blotch

march ranch patch

dispatch lunch avalanche

switch inch crunch

crutch which hatch

research launch watch

drench munch clutch

slouch starch search

wrench twitch pouch

scorch each notch

peach belch smooch

hitch batch witch

porch launch bleach

trench preach screech
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